
“Century 21 has been the best
Company I have ever dealt with ”

Century 21

I Keep advising and doing my very
best to inform investors all the time.
My efforts are still being ignored and
sadly investors are finding out the
hard way. No matter how I repeat and
produce fact after fact I have still to
sell a single property to any investor!
My experience has so far  only helped
me to save on every deal I have
closed on for my personal investment.
We will continue to remain licensed
and the knowledge will it is hoped be
used by investors in the very near
future. The companies in the USA and
Canada vary a lot and they all make
some great claims. After being
Involved with the majority of them I
have finally after 10 years left my
license status with a company called
century21. The agents were most
helpful and assisted me with no

obligation whatsoever. They have
keep me informed and updated which
being based in the UK is essential.
During my various  USA trips I am
welcomed at every office and every
office visited so far has been very
enthusiastic. The other companies
that I have been with were only
Interested in taking my money for very
little given back to me. I have put a lot
of work into my license status and its
a pleasure to work with people that
understand and appreciate everything
that I have been trying to do. It is no
accident that Century21 is now start-
ing to grow here in the UK and that if
the UK offices have the same outlook
as their USA counterparts then I
predict a lot of success for brand
Century21.
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Calling all Property and
vacation companies .Please
help us to get  the best
possible deals for EU and UK
residents . JOIN and share
your tips tricks and advice
about anything  to do with the
USA. Claim your free
usalocations.com promotion
today



This is the 2nd PDF magazine.
This PDF magazine will evolve into
a online mag to start with and will
for the first few issues be made up
of just a few pages.  It is hoped
that others will be contributing
ideas articles and pictures to our
online mag and that eventually
the online issue will one day be on
the top shelf of the newsagents.
Thank you for your time and I look
forward to working with as many
positive people as possible to see
this online pdf mag  develop.
As always the very best regards

              Owen Dale

Kissimmee
FLORIDA

4 Davenport properties

The area of Davenport.My personal
favourite Along H27 close to Disney
and great deals are available.

3 beds | 2 baths |
1,040 sq ft est

ONLY $69’000

NO HOA and an
area I myself like , a
short drive to
walmart along H27.
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Vacation Villas with Pools
Since 2003 I have been following property in Florida and
especially the short term vacation villas. I can honestly say
that the main areas are moving again and property is doing
well. I use the first property I ever saw during 2003 close to
h27 to estimate what is happening to the property market.
During 2007 the property I looked at during 2003 valued at
$112’000 was sold for only $62000 now in the same
neighbourhood is a property priced at $125000! Yes it
appears the area around kissimmee is coming back and once
again holiday villas are being built . Hurry before the prices go
up even more snap up a bargain quick.
Call us for more information and a no obligation list of
properties  available for you within your budget.
07981 221009 call now .
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